that range from fully elastic through elastoplastic to fully plastic contact interface. However, all these models are based on statistical approaches, which depend on the resolution of the measuring instrument and sampling length, and these statistical parameters may affect the contact stiffness and damping results. Majumdar and Bhushan (Majumdar and Bhushan, 1991) proposed the fractal model (MB model) to describe the contact of two rough surfaces. This model used scale-independent parameters, including fractal dimension D and fractal roughness parameter G instead of using the conventional statistical parameters which were scale dependence to characterize the contact behavior of the surface topography.
Mechanisms of contact stiffness and damping of joint interfaces were studied theoretically or experimentally. Liu et al. (Liu et al., 2012) and Yuan et al. (Yuan et al., 2014) proposed dry friction contact models to investigate the nonlinear vibration behavior. Jiang et al. (Jiang et al., 2010) proposed contact stiffness model used fractal geometry. However, they did not consider the elastoplastic transition regime, and this may direct influence on the accuracy of constructing their models. Since dynamic properties of mechanical systems are generally inaccurately predicted theoretically at present, some researchers have established an experimental approach to evaluate dynamic parameters of joint interfaces. Based on the resonant frequency method, Shi and Polycarpou (Xi and Polycarpou, 2005) measured the normal contact stiffness and contact damping for both Hertzian and flat rough surfaces at the meso scale level. Hu et al. (Fu et al., 2000) presented an experimental approach on the normal dynamic characteristics based on the joint identification techniques. Asif et al. (Syed Asif et al., 2001) presented an imaging method to measure contact stiffness and contact damping at the nano scale level by using a 'hybrid' nanoindenter instrument. However, few of them gave the fractal models of normal contact stiffness and damping. Besides, the available research at present on the stiffness and damping of joint interfaces, especially for the normal direction problem, is not enough.
In this study, in order to accurately describe the contact interface and reveal the dynamic characteristic mechanisms of joint interfaces, a dynamic model of joint interfaces was proposed and studied. Based on contact fractal theory and comprehensive contact-mechanics theories as well as considering elastic, elastoplastic and fully plastic deformations of contacting asperities of joint interfaces, interfacial parameters, including normal damping dissipation factor, stiffness and damping models of joint interfaces are obtained. Moreover, numerical simulation and calculation are employed, and the results reveal the varying relations of the normal stiffness, normal damping dissipation factor and damping versus corresponding parameters such as fractal dimension, fractal roughness parameters and dimensionless normal load.
Theoretical Background 2.1 Characterization of Surface Topography
Weierstrass-Mandelbrot (W-M) function (Majumdar and Bhushan, 1990 ) is widely used for the contact surface characteristic. A modified W-M function possessed the mathematical properties of continuous, non-differentiable and statistically self-affine over a range of scale lengths, and can be written as
where z(x) is the surface profile height, x is the lateral distance, L is the sample length, D is the fractal dimension of the profile (1<D<2), a variation in D shrinks or stretches the profile along the lateral direction and therefore changes the spatial frequency, so the magnitude of the fractal dimension D determines the contribution of high and low frequency components at different length scales in the surface profile function. G is the fractal roughness parameter, γ is the scaling parameter, n φ is a random phase, and n is a frequency index. Scale-independent fractal parameters G and D can be identified from the structure function.
Using a rigid plane to truncate the rough surface under different interferences to get asperity contact model. If the truncated radius of an asperity is r′ , then the asperity waveform has the longest wavelength 2r′ . The profile function with the basic wavelength can be written as ( ) ( , follows the island area distribution on the earth. The size distribution function of microcontacts ( ) n a′ is then given by (Wang and Komvopoulos, 1994) ( )
where a′ is the truncated area of microcontact with the radius r′ , l a′ is the truncated area of the largest 
. The values of  for the corresponding values of D have been given in Ref (Wang and Komvopoulos, 1994) .
Contact modeling
As it is shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b), two contact rough surfaces can be modeled as an equivalent rough surface (surface 1) in contact with a smooth rigid surface (surface 2). If E1 and E2 denote Young's moduli of two solid contact surfaces respectively, then the equivalent Young's modulus E satisfies ( ) ( )
, where v1 and v2 are Poisson ratios of two solid contact surfaces respectively. . Then the equivalent radius of curvature can be written as
In this paper, any asperity in contact is in one of the three deformation regimes, which is elastic, elastoplastic or fully plastic. The critical yield interference yc δ demarcating the transition between elastic deformation regime and elastoplastic deformation regime is given by (Lin and Lin, 2005) 
where H denotes the hardness of the softer material related to the yield strength y σ of the softer material, i.e., δ demarcating the transition between elastoplastic deformation regime and plastic deformation regime is given by (Stronge, 2000) ( ) Stronge, 2000) . Substituting Eqs.(2) and (4) into Eq.(5), the critical truncated yield microcontact area yc a′ which marks the transition between the elastic and elastoplastic deformation regimes can be expressed as
Equation. (7) indicates that c a′ depends on the surface fractal parameters and material properties. Similarly, Substituting Eqs. (2) (4) and (5) into Eq.(6), the critical truncated plastic deformation microcontact area pc a′ which marks the transition between the elastoplastic and plastic deformation regimes can be expressed as
From Eqs. (7) and (8), the following relationship can be obtain
The real area of the largest microcontact l a and the real critical yield area of microcontact yc a can be given as 
For the elastic and fully plastic deformation regimes, the relationship between the real microcontact area a and the truncated area a′ of one asperity are given by 
For the elastoplastic deformation regime, the exponential relationships of contact force and contact area in this regime are posited. From Eqs. (11) and (12), two formulations of elastic can be deduced in other forms, i.e., . Similarly, these forms can be also taken into account for the elastoplastic deformation regime. Both relationships use appropriate exponent parameters to enforce continuity between the end of the elastic regime and the beginning of the plastic regime. The microcontact area ep a and the microcontact load ep F of one asperity in the elastoplastic deformation regime are presented as
where, b and d are constants. In the macro sense, the load is continuous both in time and space, however, in the micro sense, the contact area changes continuously whether stress changes continuously or not. To build the model of elastoplastic of asperity deformation conveniently, the influence of time can be overlooked, because the model still have high precision. The normal microcontact load is supposed to vary monotonously and continuously during the approach of the two contact asperities, the real area should also be varying monotonously and continuously. In order to deduce these two parameters, the microcontact area and microcontact normal load are supposed to vary continuously during the process of deformation, especially at the end of the elastic regime and the beginning of the plastic regime. 
Thus, from Eqs. (11), (12), (13), (14), (17), (18) and (19), it is found that ( ) 1 log 2 1.371
1 log 3 1 log 3
Fractal model
For the steady vibration problem, we need to get the stiffness and damping when an asperity is loaded by a combination of mean load and periodic load. Based on the contact-mechanics model, the deformation of contact is divided into four phases: the elastic regime, the elastoplastic regime, the fully plastic regime and unloading. The physical meanings of these three regimes are elaborated in the following three parts. (1)In the elastic regime, the relationship between the contact force and displacement of the two spheres against one another follows Hertzian solution. Unloading is regarded as a reversible process, and the loading and unloading curve coincide perfectly with each other, the asperities will recover to the original position after unloading. (2)In the plastic regime, the average contact pressure over the contact area is uniform, and equals to hardness of the softer material of two contact. Unloading is regarded as an irreversible process. It will be completely flattened during first loading and will never make contact again except for an instant when vibration force is larger than the maximum load of previous. (3)In elastoplastic regime, as is illustrated in section 2.2, the relationship between load and deformation is appropriate exponent function something like Hertzian solution except exponential parameter. In this phase, Unloading is regarded as an incomplete reversible process. The asperities will not recover to the original position after unloading. The loading and unloading curves will be different, and this is why there is energy dissipation.
So, to be in a true steady state, we can suppose that stiffness characteristic of two contact surfaces are derived from the deformed asperities in the elastic and elastoplastic regimes, and the damping characteristic of two contact surfaces are only derived from the deformed asperities in the elastoplastic regime. The equivalent dynamic model of the joint interfaces is shown in Fig. 2 . In this paper, we focus our attention on solving dynamic parameters in the normal direction. Fig. 2 The dynamic model of joint interfaces
The total normal contact load
The normal contact load n F applied to the contact system is represented in three kinds of forms, i.e., fully elastic, elastoplastic and fully plastic contact load, and then it can be calculated in the following equations Substituting Eqs. (3), (10), (12), (14) and (18) 3 2  2  3 2  2  1  3 2  2  2  2  1  3   1  1  2  2  2  3   1  3 2  2  3 2  2  1  3 2  2  2  2  1  4 1.5& 2 2 1 ln ln 1.5 2  12 3  2  3 2  2  2  1   1 2  7  2  3 2  2  2  2   2 1 1  1 2  2  2  1 2  12 3  2  3 2  2  2  3   1 2  12 3  2  3 2  2  2  4   2  ln  3 3 2   2  ln  3   2  ln  1  3 2 1 
According to Eq.(22), the dimensionless total normal contact load over the whole joint interfaces can be written as ( 3 2  2  3 2  2  1  3 2  2  2  2  1  3   1  1  2  2  2  3   1  3 2  2  3 2  2  1  3 2  2  2  2  1  4 1.5& 2 2 1 ln ln 1.5
where l a * , yc a * and G * are dimensionless largest contact area, dimensionless critical contact area and dimensionless fractal roughness parameter, respectively. These dimensionless parameters are written as 
where a A is total apparent contact area of the joint interface. Equation. (22) illustrates that the total normal contact load of joint interfaces are functions of critical the microcontact area yc a and the largest microcontact area l a .
Fractal model of normal contact stiffness
The contact asperities which deformed elastically and elastoplasticlly store the elastic strain energy and contribute to 
Therefore, the total normal stiffness n K over the whole joint interfaces can be expressed as
Substituting Eqs. (3), (10), (27) and (28) 
According to Eqs.(30), the dimensionless total normal stiffness n K * over the whole joint interfaces can be written as
where n K * is dimensionless total normal stiffness, and it can be written as
Equations (22) and (30) reveals that the material properties, fractal parameters and normal load are the three important factors on the total normal stiffness of joint interfaces.
Fractal model of normal contact damping
In order to analyze dissipated energy per cycle of a single elastoplastic contact asperity, based on elastoplastic deformation analysis in section 2.2, substituting Eq.(5) into Eq.(18), microcontact load of one asperity in the elastoplastic deformation regime can be obtained in the following form, 
For the steady vibration problem, when two rough surfaces are excited by a mean load n F and periodic load with amplitude n F ∆ , the asperities of the joint interface become deformed and store or dissipate energy. Elastoplastic sphere-plane contact single-degree-of-freedom non-linear dynamic system was established by equivalent stiffness and equivalent damping. The differential equation governing the non-linear vibrations of this oscillator can then be given by (Sabot et al., 1998) ( )
where s F is the normal static load and k is a constant for a single sphere-plane elastopastic contact which can be deduced from Eq.(34) as 
( ) where, s F is the normal static preload, equal to ep F , û denotes to the maximum peak amplitude of the displacement of oscillating load.
The contact damping ratio of a single asperity and the dissipated energy per cycle a single microcontact asperity can be evaluated by (Sabot et al., 1998) ( )
where C denotes the values of the equivalent viscous damping of a single sphere-plane contact. From Eq. (37), (38), (39) and (40), the following relationship can be obtained
From Eq. (12) and (36), the following relationship can be get
From Eq. (18) and (36), the following relationship can be get
Substituting Eqs. (4), (18) and (43) into Eq.(41), dissipated energy per cycle of a single asperity of elastoplastic regimes can be written as 
In order to obtain the total dissipated energy over the whole interface, the follow assumption need to be given according to the literature (Majumdar and Bhushan, 1991) . The relationship between the force loaded on each asperity and its contact area approximately follows a power law, i.e., . Therefore, the normal force loaded on the ith asperity can be expressed as
where A is a constant. 
Substituting Eqs. (12) and (11) 
Substituting Eq. (45) 
Dissipated energy per cycle of whole microcontact asperities of elastoplastic regime can be obtained by integration, 
where e w , and ep w are the stored energy per cycle of a single microcontact asperity of two regimes, respectively. Substituting Eqs. (4), (12) and (42)into Eq.(50), and Eqs. (4), (18) and (43) 
Stored energy per cycle of whole microcontact asperities of two regimes can be obtained by integration, respectively. where e W and ep W are the stored energy per cycle of total contact joint interfaces of two regimes, respectively. The loss factor η is the ratio of the dissipated energy per radian of the damping cycle to the total mechanical vibration energy. The asperities under the elastic and elastoplastic regimes stored elastic energy contributing to structural stiffness. The asperities under the elastoplastic regime dissipated system energy contributing to structural damping. Hence, the normal contact damping loss factor n η can be expressed as
The total normal contact damping over the whole joint interfaces can be expressed as
where M and n ξ denote the mass of the substrate and the normal damping ratio, respectively. The dimensionless total normal damping of joint interfaces, and can be written as
So far, we have obtained the complex nonlinear functions of total normal contact stiffness and damping of joint interfaces.
The model we present is aimed to provide an assessment of the normal dynamic parameters including stiffness and damping, from Eq.(56), we can see that the damping is also the function of the mass of the joint interface, and most researchers are set the mass to zero. However, for the fractal theory, this mass must be determined for actual engineering, and this is really difficult. Tian et al (Tian et al., 2011) proposed a new method of virtual material to predict the dynamic response of fixed joint interface in machine tools. The fundamental idea of the method is to replace the material of joint interface by an equivalent virtual material. According to Tian's research result, the density of virtual material is ( ) ( ) ( ) . How to measure this parameter is the difficulty for us, and this maybe the main limitation for the fractal model to apply real world.
Numerical simulations and discussion
As long as dimensionless total normal force n F * is given, we can calculate dimensionless largest area of a single asperity l a * by Eqs.(7), (10) and (24). Then, dimensionless total normal stiffness n K * can be figured out by Eqs. (7), (10) and (32), and dimensionless total normal damping n C * can be figure out by Eqs. (7), (10) and (56), as well as the normal contact damping dissipation factor n η can also be figure out by Eqs. (7), (10) (constant) is illustrated in Fig. 3 . As is shown in Fig. 3 , the dimensionless total normal stiffness n K * is increases along with the increment of D while dimensionless total normal load n F * is constant. When the value of D is between 1.1 and 1.2, n K * is increases at a faster rate, and when the value of D is between 1.2 and 1.9, its growth will decrease gradually.
The variation of the dimensionless total normal stiffness along with the dimensionless total normal load is shown in Fig.  4 (a) and (b). As is shown in Fig. 4 , there is a convex nonlinear relation between dimensionless total normal stiffness n K * and dimensionless total normal load n F * , as n K * increases along with the increment of n F * according to the two representative fractal dimension D values (D=1.3 and D=1.7). From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , it can be also concluded that n K * is decreasing along with the increment of G * while the dimensionless total normal load n F * or fractal dimension D is a constant, i.e., the coarser the surface is, the smaller the n K * is. Thus, decreasing the surface roughness is helpful to improve the stiffness characteristic of the joint interface. Variation of the total normal contact damping loss factor n η along with fractal dimension parameters, D (variable), and G * (constant) is illustrated in Fig. 5 . As it is shown in Fig. 5 , there existed a minimum, the total normal contact damping loss factor n η decreases along with the increment of D until arrives at the minimum at first, and then increases along with the increment of D while dimensionless total normal load n F * is constant. It can be found that the minimum dimensionless normal contact damping loss factor appears near the position of D=1.35, meanwhile, n η shrinks towards equality when fractal dimension D reaches 1.7 or more. The variation of the total normal contact damping loss factor n η along with the dimensionless total normal load n F * is shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . As it is shown in Fig. 6 (a) , there is a nonlinear concave relation between n η and n F * , and n η is decreasing along with the increment of n F * not only at low fractal dimension, but also at larger fractal dimension as shown in Fig. 6 (a) and Fig. 6 (b) . When fractal dimension D=1.3, n F * influence n η greatly, n η decreases two orders of magnitude when n F * increases one order of magnitude. While n η decreases the order of magnitude of 0.01 when n F * increases one order of magnitude when the fractal dimension D=1.7 as is shown in Fig. 6 (b) . From Fig. 7 , it can be concluded that n η is increasing along with the increment of the ratio of the periodic impact load to mean preload, so the higher the periodic impact load, the bigger the n η . From Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , it can be also concluded that n η is increases along with the increment of G * when fractal dimension D or the dimensionless total normal load n F * is a constant, meanwhile, the influence of G * on n η in the case of smaller fractal dimension is greater than the higher fractal dimension, that is, the coarser the surface, the greater the n η . Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 also indicated that the damping loss factor maybe much smaller than actual value, the reason for this error maybe as follows. The damping loss factor is the ratio of the dissipated energy to the total mechanical vibration energy, and the dissipated energy is decided by the stress-strain relationship in the elastoplastic regime. However, the stress-strain relationship in this paper is given only by the continuity during the process of deformation, especially at the end of the elastic regime and the beginning of the plastic regime. So, this may lead to a larger error in the result.
The influences of fractal dimension, fractal roughness parameter and total normal force to normal damping dissipation factor

4.3
The influences of fractal dimension, fractal roughness parameter and total normal force to normal damping Fig. 8 Variations of the dimensionless total normal damping with the fractal dimension on the condition of the given parameter ( (constant) is illustrated in Fig. 8 . As it is shown in Fig. 8 , the dimensionless total normal damping n C * has the same change trend with dimensionless total normal contact damping loss factor n η * . The dimensionless total normal damping n C * decreases along with the increment of D until arrives at the minimum, then increases while dimensionless total normal load n F * is constant, and the minimum dimensionless total normal damping appears near the position of D=1.33. Meanwhile, D=1.6 is the inflection point, less than this value, there is a concave nonlinear relation between n C * and D, however, greater than this value, there is a convex nonlinear relation between n C * and D. The variation of the dimensionless total normal contact damping n C * along with the dimensionless total normal load n F * is shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . As it is shown in Fig. 9 (a From Fig. 10 , it can be concluded that n C * increases along with the increment of the ratio of the periodic impact load to mean preload, so the higher the periodic impact load, the bigger the n C * . From Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , it can be also concluded that D=1.6 is the inflection point, less than this value, n C * increases with the increment of G * while the dimensionless total normal load n F * or fractal dimension D is a constant, which is the same variation trends with n η * , however, greater than this value, n C * increases with the increment of G * while the dimensionless total normal load n F * or fractal dimension D is a constant, which is the opposite variation trends with n η * .
For real surfaces of joint interface, the value of fractal dimension D is between 1.3 and 1.6 Gong, 2007, Tian et al., 2011) , under this relatively narrow range of D, the variation of dynamic parameters including normal stiffness and damping may not vary extremely large. And the fractal surface shape using the simulations for joint interfaces maybe realistic.
Conclusions and future work
Based on contact-mechanics theories and fractal theory as well as considering elastic, elastoplastic and fully plastic deformations of contacting asperities, the normal total damping dissipation factor model had been developed, while stiffness and damping models of joint interfaces have also been developed to analyze the effect of normal dynamic parameters on the joint interfaces. It is helpful to better understand the interfacial parameters, including the contact area, stiffness, damping dissipation factor and damping of mechanical structures, and the influence of fractal parameters to these interfacial parameters.
1) It was concluded from simulations and calculations' results that there is a complicated nonlinear relation between dimensionless normal dynamic parameters and dimensionless normal contact load over the joint interfaces. Dimensionless total normal stiffness increases with the increment of the dimensionless total normal load, and the dimensionless total normal stiffness increases along with the increment of D. The coarser the surface, the smaller the dimensionless total normal stiffness, and decreasing the surface roughness is helpful to improve the stiffness characteristic of joint interface.
2) Dimensionless total normal damping decreases with the increment of the dimensionless total normal load, and it decreases along with the increment of D until arrives at the minimum, and then increases. D=1.6 is the inflection point, less than this value, n C * increases with the increment of G * , however, greater than this value, n C * decreases with the increment of G * . The higher the periodic impact load, the bigger the dimensionless total normal damping. 3) Besides, the total normal contact damping loss factor decreases with the increment of dimensionless total normal load, and it decreases along with the increment of D until arrives at the minimum, then increases along with the increment of D. It increases along with the increment of the ratio of periodic impact load to mean preload, so the higher the periodic impact load, the bigger the n η , the coarser the surface, the greater the n η . 4) For future work, it is intended to extend the application scope of normal dynamic parameter models of joint interfaces to real world. The methods, including accurately measuring the mass of joint interface and taking the factor of time on elastoplastic model into account will be developed and perfected in order to apply to real world with fewer limitations.
